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			EDUCATION
Fall 2018 - Present		
			

University of Pennsylvania Weitzman School of Design - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Master of Architecture Candidate - expected graduation May 2021.

Fall 2014 - Spring 2018
			
			

Texas A&M University College of Architecture - College Station, Texas
Bachelors of Environmental Design Class of 2018 - Cum Laude.
Semester Abroad at the Barcelona Architecture Center, Spring 2017

INTERACTIVE ARTIFACTS
			PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Summer 2019		

Intern at Overlay Office - Brooklyn, New York

Winter 2019		

Extern at Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill - Chicago, Illinois

Summer 2016		

Intern at Mark Foster Gage Architects - Manhattan, New York

4

M O N O CHRO M E

URBAN CORRIDOR

10

ALM O ST B LACK AN D W HIT E

			ACADEMIC POSITIONS
Fall 2019 & 2020, Spring 2021

Studio Assistant for Daniel Markiewicz - University of Pennsylvania

COLLAGE WHITNEY

Spring 2020		

Studio Assistant for Andrew Saunders - University of Pennsylvania

U N N AT U RAL

Fall 2017, Fall 2016		

Teaching Assistant for Undergraduate Studios - Texas A&M University

			EXTENDED EXPERIENCE

S O F T LY N EU T RAL

Book and Cover Designer - UNDER PRESSURE: Innovation in Urban Housing

Summer 2020		

Thermal Architecture Lab Logo Design Team - Lab at the University of Pennsylvania

Summer 2019 - Present

ACADIA 2021 Design Team - Forthcoming conference at the University of Pennsylvania

SCIENCE ISLAND

Fall 2018 - Present		

Babble Magazine Editorial Team - Issues 1, 2, and 3 at the University of Pennsylvania

EART H TO N ED

Fall 2017 - Spring 2018

Deep Vista Design Team - Conference at Texas A&M University

Spring 2020		

E. Lewis Dales Traveling Fellowship - First Prize

Spring 2018		

HOK Design Futures Competition - 3rd Place

Summer 2016		

Science Island Competition - Honorable Mention with Mark Foster Gage Architects

Summer 2015		

Soltis Center Ecodesign Course in San Ramon, Costa Rica - Selected

Spring 2015, Spring 2016
Texas A&M University College of Architecture
			Ruth Phillips Lusher Scholarship
			
Herbert C. Hale Jr. ‘52 Endowment for Architecture and Construction
			
			
Several works have been exhibited by the PennMuseum and Viz-a-go-go, and published by			
			Babble Magazine, Pressing Matters, Mark Foster Gage: Projects and Provocations, Under Pressure: Innovaton 		
			in Urban Housing, SuckerPUNCH Daily, Axiom Magazine, and Texas Architects Magazine

26

IDYLLIC FIGURES

Spring 2020 - Present		

			AWARDS, EXHIBITIONS, AND PUBLICATIONS
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COMMUNAL FABRIC
RO S E CO LO RED

URBAN DELICACIES

38

F U LLY S AT U RAT ED

44

ECOLOGICAL DOMAIN
LU M IN ES CEN T

			SKILLS
			Software
			
Rhinoceros, AutoCAD, Zbrush, Maya, Revit, SketchUp, RecCap, Grasshopper, Arduino IDE, Keyshot, V-Ray,
			
Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere Pro, After Effects, Lightroom, Microsoft Office
			Making
			
Laser Cutting, 3D Printing, Photogrammetry, Analog and Digital Fabrication, Hand Drawing

TAB LE O F CO N T EN T S
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INTERACTIVE ARTIFACTS
M O N O CHRO M E

Interactive Artifacts is a physical fabrication exercise rethinking the
static ways artifacts are traditionally displayed and passively engaged with at the
University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. The project
is composed of a series of frames, whose form negotiates between the 5 foot wide
and 3 foot tall volume of a Cairo tile, the arcs present in the displayed artifact’s
geometry, and interactive rotational mechanics. The exterior frames are static and
surround the two nested cores that rotate independently, offering a constantly
changing set of views and experiences from every vantage point. 3D prints of
the artifacts are suspended in place in different positions across the display, two
stationary in an interior frame and an exterior frame, and one dynamically in the
innermost rotating core. String is used to both clad the frames and compose views
with a variable density and to confound the spatial definition of the chamber,
sometimes aligning to the volume of each frame and at other moments challenging
these boundaries to form other spatial definitions that operate outside the logic and
composition of the original frame.

Daniel Markiewicz 501 Studio Chamber Fabrication
with Hayden Wu and Abdullah Alhasafi
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Photographs describing shifting spatial conditions articulated within string-wrapped rotating volumes.

IN T E R ACT I V E ART I FACT S

M O N O CHRO M E
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IN T E R ACT I V E ART I FACT S

M O N O CHRO M E
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URBAN CORRIDOR
ALM O ST B LACK AN D W HIT E

Urban Corridor derives its name from its celebration of underutilized
circulation space in residential projects, and looks to make this traditionally
overlooked condition a place of value to the property and its residents. The
innovative reuse of the Sunshine Theater does this in two ways, first by removing
a previous addition to the original theater to create a small plaza along the side of
the building, defining a new more private entry sequence for residents offset from
the busy street. And second, by creating an unobstructed pathway on each unit
level which terminates in glazing and public space at either end, capitalizing on
visual continuity, light, and atmosphere within the building’s urban context. This
interest in fostering continuity and community in unexpected spaces is maintained
in the vertical organization of units, composing a variety of exterior spaces with
communicative multi-height balconies. The materials used along the exterior extend
from the building’s preserved facade, creating an intricate relationship that blurs
the historical timeline and physical seams that define where the existing building
ends and its intervention begins. The building also takes advantage of the site’s four
open facades on its roof, composed of multi-level terraces that create a landscape
of completely open or partially enclosed spaces for residents to take in panoramic
views of the city.

Hina Jamelle 602 Innovative Reuse & Urban Housing Studio
Lower East Side, Manhattan, New York
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Facade Extension Diagram & Isometric Diagrams describing Massing, Unit Distribution, and Circulation

U R BAN CO R R I D O R

ALM O ST B LACK AN D W HIT E
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Sections expressing the vertical relationship between units, that step along the exterior to compose a variety of
multi-height balcony conditions, acting as private yet communal space.

U R BAN CO R R I D O R

ALM O ST B LACK AN D W HIT E
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Level 5 Unit Plan & Studio Unit Interior

U R BAN CO R R I D O R

ALM O ST B LACK AN D W HIT E
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Roof Terrace with composed view to the city

Main Lobby as seen through the existing Sunshine Theater facade

U R BAN CO R R I D O R

ALM O ST B LACK AN D W HIT E
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COLLAGE WHITNEY
U N N AT U RAL

Collage Whitney uses the language of collage to engage the ongoing
evolution of the former Whitney museum, a building initially designed to be alien
to its context despite being wholly submissive to it throughout its history. The
process began by translating highly choreographed images of nature into new
relationships with the existing building through collage, a process that reinforces
a semi-fictional and non-linear portrayal of the building’s history. Rather than
creating a separate building, the new addition emerges continuously from the
Whitney’s own mass, as though history proved there was no direction left to expand
but up. The extension translates the museum’s original monocle as a hybridized
rose window, mixing modernist articulation with figural color treated glazing to
filter new views of the city from within. The exhibitions inside the project showcase
defamiliarized displays of nature and contain a series of partially enclosed connected
volumes at the core intended for immersive projected art. The project encourages
visitors to recontextualize their relationship nature beyond anthropocentric
perceptions, and recontextualize the former Whitney Museum and its autonomy
and influences within its own urban context.

Miroslava Brooks 602 Museum Hybrid Studio
with Sami Samawai
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Image Collection looking at contemporary methods of collage in articulating the graphic and artificial characters of
nature, through miniature and aerial photography, multiple exposures, still lifes, and emergent Photoshop processes.

Preliminary Collage studying implications of a continuous vertical extension to the museum and an new urban plaza
behind the protected brownstone’s facade adjacent to the existing building

CO L L AGE W H I T NE Y

U N N AT U RAL
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Level 7 Plan & Interior View indicating the new programmatic core’s organization of interior spaces, its extension to the
facade, and its framed and filtered view of the city

CO L L AGE W H I T NE Y

U N N AT U RAL
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IDYLLIC F IG URES
SO F T LY N EU T RAL

Idyllic Figures proposes a new soil analysis and crop hybridization facility
that investigates the use of interlock as an estrangement technique, that when
implemented across ground, material, surface, line, and volume, seeks to operate
outside digital tropes and confound the boundaries between these conditions.
Implied geometric articulations of separate parts suggest an unfixed disposition,
that at some points match seamlessly and at other moments are misfit to create
a difficult interlocked whole. A similar logic is applied to materiality, subtley
distorting familiar textures so the overlap of these two systems of interlock creates a
hybridized materiality, where textures at times smear across an implied division of
parts. At a large scale, ground serves to displace inside and outside conditions across
the site by enhancing the interiority of non centralized points of the project, and
enhancing the exterior qualities of the center most point of the building.

Nate Hume and Gabriel Esquivel T4T Lab
with Finn Rotana, Ray Gonzalez, and Lauren Miller
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I DY L L I C F I GU R E S

S O F T LY N EU T RAL
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SCIENCE ISLAND
EART H TO N ED

Science Island is a project designed as a picturesque cluster of rectangular
volumes connected by an equally irregular ground condition. Each volume is
articulated by manipulating heavily processed fractal meshes, pioneering the use
of new technology in architectural design and the potential for the authoritative
application of near infinite levels of detail inherent to three-dimensional fractals.
My contributions are most felt in the articulation of several of these rectangular
volumes, particularly the two entry facades and their processional promenades.

Competition Entry by Mark Foster Gage Architects - Honorable Mention
with Mark Foster Gage, Ryan Wilson, Zach Beale, James Bradley,
Arif Javed, and Nathan Garcia
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S C I E NC E I S L AND

EART H TO N ED
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COMMUNAL FABRIC
RO SE CO LO RED

Communal Fabric crafts a new site for synergies of local program and
public commons via connection, continuity, and meandering landscape. The
existing site and its unused brick building is embraced as more than an abandoned
relic of West Philadelphia’s urban fabric, but as part of the ever-evolving fabric of
Mill Creek’s neighborhood. The new maternal resource center acts as a fraternal
twin, borrowing its massing and openings from the site’s existing brick structure,
which is revitalized to house a fresh public market. The project’s footprint, openings,
and connecting bridge maximize interior and exterior public space, and reinforce
continuity between each building and important local sites like the neighboring
Clara Muhammad Square. The ground further challenges boundaries between
various programs and spaces through a plethora of seams, patterns and localized
moments that extend from interior to exterior, and invite the community to find
joy in connectivity, contemplation, and nature.

Hok Design Futures Competition - West Philadelphia’s Mill Creek
with Maria Fuentes
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Isometric and Parti Diagrams showing the massing and circulation strategy used to preserve, connect, and meander

Second Floor Plan connecting the fresh market to the maternal clinic via a connecting bridge embedded through each
building, framing views of the meandering groudscape below.

CO MMU NAL FABR I C

RO S E CO LO RED
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URBAN DELICACIES
F U LLY SAT U RAT ED

Urban Delicacies is a market for the sale, production, and research of
fermented goods that interrogates a dull, regressive, or decayed notion of the aging
process. Locally sourced urban artifacts compose the formal massing, and are
ordered according to their inherent geometric qualities rather than an overarching
orthogonal system, allowing a more deliberate and varied promenade that muddles
the object and frame binary. Fermentation is one of the oldest and most widespread
methods of food preservation and production, and offers the most compelling
avenues for innovation in the culinary industry today, for developing unseen flavor
profiles, and hybridizing microorganisms and climate, complicating previous
definitions of authenticity. Overgrowth is used as a material translation of the
fermentation process to the scale of a building, as biotic factors affecting the way
in which a substance ages. Vegetation embodies sensory qualities of fermentation
techniques, and is further estranged through color and growth pattern to oscillate
between natural and synthetic. The market asks for an inversion to a perception of
aging, as an agent responsible for the most valued delicacies we know today, that
crosses cultural boundaries and exemplifies the growth, progress, and complexity
accumulated over time.

Andrew Saunders 502 Urban Relief & Marketplace Studio
Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Material Studies & Cutaway Axonometric describing estranged plant growth and its interaction with volume and program.
Representationally the images studying how color and saturation influence readings of material and artifice.

U R BAN D E L I CAC I E S

F U LLY SAT U RAT ED
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Extended View & Vignettes indicating the relationship between color and material, and the potential for human
interaction with these conditions volumetrically

U R BAN D E L I CAC I E S

F U LLY SAT U RAT ED
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ECOLOGICAL DOMAIN
LU M IN ES CEN T

Ecological Domain seeks to reimagine the legacy of Seneca Village, a once
prosperous Black and immigrant community that existed in Manhattan from 18251857. The Village was erased when its residents were forcibly evicted from their
homes, the terrain flattened, and the land claimed by the city via Eminent Domain
to construct a new Central Park. Our project acknowledges that this history of
displacement not only marks an event of human injustice, but equally of ecological
injustice, and offers an alternative outcome. One where the residents remained in
solidarity with their earthen counterparts, and worked in harmony with the wildlife
to create, maintain, and preserve their neighboring native species, landscape, and
community. In section, the project burrows a new home deep into the ground that
extends to meet the imperfect boundary of large curved slurry walls, that allow the
ground within to tip, rotate, and sway on bearings depending on the community’s
needs. Above ground this movement creates a new expression of monument
and public common, that both preserves the memory of Seneca Village’s human
and nonhuman residents, and allows its ecosystem to grow, shift, and transform
alongside the community.

Simon Kim 701 Public Commons & Worldbuilding Studio
with Maria Fuentes
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Section Drawing exploring human and non-human spaces created in the permeable boundaries between ground, slurry wall, and species preservation embedded in the earth, and the public commons above ground.

E CO LO GI CAL D O MAI N

LU M IN ES CEN T
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Physical Ground Study and Plan Oblique Site Map exploring nuanced and synthetic compositions of ground, and an
expanded ecological presence of Seneca Village within the urban fabric of New York City

E CO LO GI CAL D O MAI N

LU M IN ES CEN T
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